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The World Wide Web Consortium’s Provenance Data Model and associated Semantic Web ontology (PROV-O)
have created much interest in the Earth and Space Science Informatics community (Ma et al., 2014). Indeed,
PROV-O has recently been posited as an upper ontology for the alignment of various data models (Cox, 2015).
Similarly, PROV-O has been used as the building blocks of a data release lifecycle ontology (Leadbetter & Buck,
2015).
In this presentation we show that the alignment between different local data descriptions of an oceanographic research cruise can be achieved through alignment with PROV-O and that descriptions of the funding
bodies, organisations and researchers involved in a cruise and its associated data release lifecycle can be modelled
within a PROV-O based environment.
We show that, at a first-order, this approach is scalable by presenting results from three endpoints (the Biological and Chemical Oceanography Data Management Office at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, USA;
the British Oceanographic Data Centre at the National Oceanography Centre, UK; and the Marine Institute,
Ireland). Current advances in ontology engineering, provide pathways to resolving reasoning issues from varying
perspectives on implementing PROV-O. This includes the use of the Information Object design pattern where
such edge cases as research cruise scheduling efforts are considered. PROV-O describes only things which have
happened, but the Information Object design pattern allows for the description of planned research cruises through
its statement that the local data description is not the the entity itself (in this case the planned research cruise) and
therefore the local data description itself can be described using the PROV-O model. In particular, we present the
use of the data lifecycle ontology to show the connection between research cruise activities and their associated
datasets, and the publication of those data sets online with Digital Object Identifiers and more formally in data
journals. Use of the SPARQL 1.1 standard allows queries to be federated across these endpoints to create a
distributed network of provenance documents.

Future research directions will add further nodes to the federated network of oceanographic research cruise
provenance to determine the true scalability of this approach, and will involve analysis of and possible evolution
of the data release lifecycle ontology.
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